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SHUT DOWN: COVID-19 HAS TAKEN

‘The Palace Bar is shu
– A dear friend placed
DESOLATE: Roy
stands outside
The Palace,
closed during the
Covid-19 pandemic

CLOSED:
Thomas
Connolly’s
in Sligo and
Dick Mack’s
in Dingle

HIDDEN BEAUTY: Masked walkers
at The Palace on Dublin’s Fleet Street
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AWAY A HUGE PART OF IRISH LIFE

uttered and desolate
in an induced coma...

‘

“Beauty is eternity gazing at itself in the mirror.”
— Kahlil Gibran

SWING onto Fleet Street and the void
hits you like a thunderclap — an absence
where your heart used to dwell.
The Palace Bar is shuttered and desolate.
A dear friend placed in an induced coma. A
sacred river of Dublin life run dry. A metaphor for these new empty rooms of our lives.

Neary’s, too, is lost. The Long Hall and
Mulligan’s, McDaid’s and Kehoe’s, The Swan
and Grogan’s all sleep.

This necklace of gems around the neck of Grafton
Street, a pendant of hope that glimmered on even
through war and famine, has been dulled by Covid-19’s
pernicious fog.
As we search for even a wood-shaving of hope in
desolate times, these timeless old songbirds stand
mute and forlorn.
No Toner’s, no Stag’s Head, no Briody’s, no Dame Tavern.
Coronavirus has roughed the seas of the everyday,
the ship of our daily existence battered and listing
toward the rocks. When we need their guidance
more than ever, the abiding lighthouses of Irish life
are extinguished.
In Dingle, Dick Mack’s and Curran’s slumber.
Search for a pulse at the ancient houses — Morrissey’s
in Abbeyleix, O’Connell’s on Eyre Square, Cork’s
eccentric and beautiful Hi-B — and find only
inanimate porcelain coldness.
Along the Garavogue and the Nore, where, for
centuries, stout flowed as steadily as those immortal
creeks, riverside ale houses Thomas Connolly’s and
Tynan’s are corpses on a slab.
Familiar, careworn pubs, antique architectural
masterpieces, silent witnesses to the passing decades,
the nation’s story seeped into their timber skeletons,
are a love of my life.

MAJESTIC
They are, to borrow from Shane MacGowan, the
measure of my dreams. Polished-wood natural history
museums, each intimate snug a social cathedral;
Victorian biographers of the passing days, rich repositories of the seasons’ ebb and flow.
Wrinkled, teetering perfection.
In a superior boozer, you can time-travel, find
yourself sitting next to the ghosts of Behan or
Kavanagh, hear the echoes of the defining moments
that unspooled on the streets outside.
An engraved quote from the peerless Con Houlihan
behind the majestic counter of The Palace reads: “A
bird is known by his song, a man by his conversation.”
How true, how life-affirming.
In Neary’s or Grogan’s, there is no TV, no piped
tunes. But, of course, there is music: All of it organic,
the hiss of the taps as another perfect pint is conjured
to life, the whispered chats, the swaying of ancient
clock pendulums.
And, the silence, rich and treacly and meditative, a
balm for all ills, as gorgeously uplifting as any Mozart
composition.
Long before the world had heard of mindfulness,
it was a service that came free with a creamy pint in
Ryan’s of Parkgate Street or John Fallon’s Capstan
Bar or The Gravedigger’s, that oasis by Glasnevin’s
cemetery walls.
For those of us who are regular communicants at
such sacred temples, a visit truly is a religious experience. Sitting in the window seat at The Long Hall,
the world idling by outside on George’s Street, can
be as uplifting as a day with the renaissance masters
in the Louvre.
Each time I walk into The Palace, the peerless third
generation Aherne family house, a city refuge for
the hurling and football clans of Tipp and Kerry, I
remember a line from G.K Chesterton.
It is the one that joyously announces: “There is

OUR DRY, NERVY
CITY WILL WAKE
AFTER SLUMBER

BY ROY CURTIS
a road from the eye to the heart that does not go
through the intellect.”
An afternoon Guinness conjured by a meticulous,
old-school barkeep is as much a restoration of the
soul as a stroll on Kerry’s Inch Strand, the Atlantic,
pounding and mighty.
A stool in these superior taverns, with just a book
or your thoughts for company, can be an aspirin
for melancholy, a vitamin shot to the marrow, an
avowal of life.
A bailiff evicting the stress squatting in your chest.
Summer Sundays and the ritual of pints with friends
in Briody’s, fuel for the 17-minute stroll to Croke Park.
A few draughts of the medicine of hope, a glass raised
to departed friends.
Tradition maintained.
The warm glow of a venerable inn is a wonder of the
world, heartsoar, a gallery where your own memories
hang in gilded frames, a rolling back of the years.
Soundtracks of Christmas: My late mother lost in
happy reverie as the piano in The Bank carries her
back to childhood; the uncontainable gleam that
danced across my late father’s features on the Friday
before Yuletide as Dave served up the first of many
Neary’s tankards of joy.
Or December 24th, the Eve, and, for 20-years and
counting, a dozen close friends gathered on McDaid’s on
Harry Street, the joy of camaraderie burning through
every one of us.
The character traits of a beloved pub: History, a
landmark building, woodcarvings, ornate glass, inextinguishable charm, an innkeeper who cherishes
the house he has inherited, who carries himself more
like a curator than a publican.

CONSOLATION
And a patiently pulled pint, hatching from caterpillar brown to butterfly black and white in a little
under two minutes. An authentic barman is an artist,
the contents of each tulip-shaped glass a masterpiece
polished to perfection.
The joy of a waning day, the work done, to step into one
of these dens alongside the diverse cast of stumblebums
and poets, sage elders, paupers and millionaires. All
indistinguishable beneath the torch of enlightenment.
Stripped of spirit and animation a city is a mere
hollow, insentient thing.
The arrival of Covid-19 has brutally altered the planet’s landscape. Like its brother cities and towns, Dublin,
ordinarily so vibrant, is reduced to a nervy, dry vale.
Not quite the desolate, dystopian The Road of
Cormac McCarthy’s imagining, but still the sense
is of a people upended, a world toppling off its axis.
But even as this microscopic pathogen seeks to take us in
a chokehold of anxiety, there is consolation; there is hope.
Eventually, the hourglass of these bleak times will
empty. The shutters will come down, the doors will
reopen. Life, miraculous life, will again plant its
standard in every alleyway and field.
This winter of the soul will end.
On that day, if we have been spared, let the beacon
on the hilltop guide you into the reawakened city.
Join me at the counter, toasting the victory of hope
and the demise of our vanquished invisible enemy.
And savour again, the reflection of eternity in the
nearest mirror.

Stripped
}
of spirit and

BOARDED
UP: The
Norseman

animation,
a city is a
mere hollow,
insentient
thing. But
there is
hope~
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Scorn not their
simplicity but
rather just
sneer at their
idiotic vandalism

Piers is
Trumped
DONALD TRUMP
has ‘unfollowed’
pal Piers Morgan
on Twitter after the
outspoken TV host
slammed the US
president for his
recent suggestion
about disinfectant
and coronavirus.
Trump, who has
often been friendly
with Morgan and
has been interviewed by him,
took exception to
comments made
by Piers about the
disinfectant fiasco.
Piers wrote in his
column in the Daily
Mail: “SHUT THE
F**K UP, PRESIDENT TRUMP.
Seriously.”
Morgan confirmed that his former pal Mr Trump
had unfollowed
him after he sent
the tweet.

VANDALISM:
Red spray paint
on Luke Kelly’s
statue in Dublin

COMMENT

BY ROY CURTIS

THOUGH he drifted into
the long sleep half a
lifetime ago, the soulful
cannonade of Luke Kelly’s
impeccably articulated
hymns rolls across the
years like eternal, uplifting
evensong.

All of 36 years after his
premature fall, he remains
out on his own, untouchable,
in singing a song for Ireland.

See him still, a vivid presence,
his ginger, wire brush mane —
the Dublin Afro — the shade of
a Wild Atlantic Way sunset or a
forest fire blazing, uncontainable, along the horizon.

And that voice, a lyrical, mind-altering gale booming across the entire
emotional bandwidth: Mighty as an
ocean, tender as a dove; Godlike; angry;
forlorn; comforting; overflowing with
empathy or love or rage; screaming
for justice.
Kelly elevated song to passion-play,
infused every lyric with a bedrock
depth of feeling.

IMMORTALITY
Consider the ache of compassion,
sensitivity and helplessness that carries the listener into the room where a
mother sits with the Down Syndrome
child she adores.
“See him stare/Not recognising the
face/That only yesterday he loved/
The loving face/Of a mother who can’t
understand what she’s been guilty of.”
Kelly infused a conviction and commitment into his delivery that persuaded his audience his recital was, at that
moment, the most urgently important
message life had to offer.
He took ownership of a song, merged
with it until he and the tune were indistinguishable, one.
“With their tanks and their guns, oh
my God what have they done/To the
town I loved so well.”
The inner-city songbird stopped
breathing at just 43, yet his back-cat-

ICONIC: Kelly
was a son of
Dublin 1

VIVID: Kelly’s
voice and
music is a balm
for the soul

REPEATED DEFACEMENT
OF LUKE KELLY’S BUST IS
DESPERATELY MINDLESS
alogue gifts him a kind of artistic
immortality.
For so many of us Luke is the voice
of Anna Livia.
Kelly, the powerful bellows of his
lungs delivering the strongest surge of
tuneful air, bringing Dublin in the Rare
Ould Times to life is, unequivocally,
the city’s most stirring and evocative
anthem.
“Fare thee well sweet Anna Liffey, I can
no longer stay/And watch the new glass
cages that spring up along the quay/My
mind’s too full of memories, too old to hear
new chimes/I’m a part of what was Dublin
in the rare ould times.”
One gorgeous Friday last summer,
before Covid-19 incarcerated the
nation in a physical and emotional
Shawshank, I brought my dying mother
to Vera Klute’s bust of Kelly just beyond the north bank of the old town’s
great river.

As the lights declined on the inner-city — Kelly was born just down the
road in Lattimore Cottages at 1 Sheriff
Street — we listened to his music, let its
power wash over the evening.
It was unspeakably beautiful, an
antidote to hopelessness.
Just weeks before her death, Mam was
again the girl conveying the dreams of her
inner-city youth.
The statue is marvellously evocative,
dominated by the unruly inferno of
curls that was Luke’s distinctive physical calling card. Sit there a while and
the likeness ushers a giant of the past
back to life.
To hear, then, that it has been vandalised for a fourth time summons forth a
tsunami of despair.
How poisoned by ignorance, how
nihilistic, how colonised by stupidity
must the perpetrators be?
This time the defacing graffiti was an
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READ
SPILLANE

illiterate attempt at red eyeglasses.
Dublin One took a lovely, vicarious thrill in Kelly’s too-short walk
through life; the campaign for a
memorial to Luke on their streets
won huge backing; he offers a vivid
counterpoint to the area’s disadvantaged, crime and drug ridden
caricature, reminds the world that
this is also a hub of creativity.
Kelly, like Sean O’Casey, Jim Sheridan
or Wes Hoolahan, reveals the very best
the inner city can offer.
Luke, intensely political, campaigned actively for social justice
for these working class, left-behind
communities.
That the statue of such a titan,
an activist, inspiration and maker
of heavenly sound, is continuously
spray painted feels so desperately,
desperately sad.
Some footage of a deserted Dublin
was doing the rounds last month at
the beginning of the coronavirus
lockdown.

CONTEMPT
The pictures were afforded power
by the absence of humanity alongside
familiar, normally thriving landmarks.
And by the voice of Dublin’s Pavarotti that provided the accompanying
soundtrack.
Kelly’s words echoed down the decades, as powerfully smooth and intoxicating as a gallon of porter.
“The years have made me bitter, the
gargle dims me brain/’Cos Dublin keeps
on changing, and nothing seems the same/
The Pillar and the Met have gone, the
Royal long since pulled down…”
Kelly laments the cultural vandalism
that stole away that exquisite playhouse, replacing a theatrical work of
art with the affront to the senses that
is the beastly Hawkins House.
All these decades on and the desecration continues, the mindless, blind
to beauty, continue to ruin and sack
and smash.
Even as Covid-19’s tiny, pitiless,
killing pathogen attacks the nation’s
vital organs, so heathen Neanderthals
desecrate Dublin’s artistic soul.
Scorn not their simplicity... but rather
sneer with undisguised contempt at
their tone-deaf philistinism, their
barbarian blindness.

EXCLUSIVE

COLUMN
SEE PAGES 60-61

Scam of
lie-Tunes
GARDAI have
reissued a warning
about a scam to
trick people into
purchasing Apple
iTunes gift cards.
The swindle
was highlighted
previously and
officers have again
urged people to be
careful.
A spokesman
said: “Gardai would
like to warn the
public about a scam
tricking them into
purchasing iTunes
gift cards. This
scam has been highlighted previously
but has re-emerged
in recent days with
a slight twist.
“In this incident,
the fraudulent
email stated the gift
cards were being
used ‘as a donation
to the local hospice’
and made reference
to Covid-19.”
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NO JOKE: ‘BUFFOON’ IS PAID €107K
BY ROY CURTIS

PERHAPS it was his fondness for
turf cutting that persuaded Ming
Flanagan to uniform himself in an
outfit suitable only for a day on a
different kind of bog.
Or maybe, taking his nickname a tad
too seriously, he decided it was time
to out-flash Flash Gordon.

Whatever, the baring of his bottom
half to the European Parliament, was
further confirmation that even without
his self-proclaimed partiality to cannabis, Flanagan would struggle to advance
beyond dope control.

Not since Giovanni Trapattoni persisted
in selecting Paul Green has Ireland been
represented by a figure so embarrassingly
out of his depth on the international stage.
Ming revealed far more than his thigh area
to the continent in last week’s viral video call.
What is just as evident is the frightful arrogance, the unapologetic contempt for all
those about him.
Like labelling gardai “corrupt” even as thousands lined the streets to salute the funeral
cortege of Adrian Donohoe, a police officer
shot dead in the line of duty outside Lordship
Credit Union.

SHAMBLES
Or when the same Flanagan who was outraged at the quashing of 197 Fixed Charge
Notices then used an “on Dail business”
loophole to have his own penalty points
for driving while operating a mobile phone
rescinded.
During his Dail term, not realising their
microphones were switched on, he and fellow
sartorial shambles Mick Wallace cruelly
mocked the appearance of fellow TD Mary
Mitchell O’Connor.
After Wallace, like his pal a self-styled
champion of the underdog, dubbed the Fine
Gael TD “Miss Piggy”, Ming the Misogynistic
put the boot in.
“They’d want to ban her wearing pink,”
scoffed Flanagan, apparently mistaking
himself for Vogue’s Anna Wintour.
Has dearest Ming ever looked in the mirror
at the rodent hanging from his bottom lip?
These are deeply unsettling times. From Covid
carnage to the existential threat to American
democracy posed by a nakedly racist and autocratic commander-in-chief, a crisis that has
triggered a #BlackLivesMatter tsunami.
Flanagan’s appearing by video link as if he
had just returned from a Patricia the Stripper
audition may pale in comparison.
But, it is not an irrelevance, not something
at which to snigger.
There is disrespect and arrogance at the
heart of his actions.

‘I thought I

was seeing
Mings...

‘

COMMENT

It is not
}
something

at which to
snigger, there
is disrespect
and arrogance
at the heart of
his actions~

CONFUSED
Luke Flanagan is paid a salary €107,000 to
represent the nation, along with a €320-a-day
flat fee for every day he is required to go to
the office.
Pants or no pants, he is trousering the big
bucks. Yet after six years riding the gravy
train he still seems a little confused as to
what MEP stands for.
Must Exhibit Pegs?
Massage Excruciating Piles?
Flanagan’s excuse for his appearance was
that he had only returned from his daily exercise. He wrote: “Just back from a run, was
in a T-shirt two minutes before. Decided to
put on a shirt to look respectable!”
The thing is that perhaps he should leave
himself more than a few seconds to get ready
for a European Parliament committee meeting on agriculture.
He is representing Ireland, not a scantily
clad Rhys Ifans opening the front door to the
paparazzi in Notting Hill.
Brexit, Covid-19, global warming, drought
and Green fanaticism about carbon emissions
from cattle have put Irish farmers under
unprecedented strain.
Livelihoods are on the line.
Do farmers find it funny or reassuring in their
moment of torment that they are represented
by a middle-aged man who looks like he has
turned up at a fancy dress party costumed as
a lingerie model?
As Flanagan addressed the committee
while rubbing his naked legs, EU interpreters translating his statement could be heard
struggling to suppress sniggers.

THIGH’S THE
LIMIT: Luke ‘Ming’
Flanagan flashes
his legs duriing an
online EU meeting

IT’S NOT THE FIRST TIME THAT MEP FLANAGAN
HAS BEEN CAUGHT WITH HIS PANTS DOWN...
Then the gormless clown scratched his arse.
While representing Ireland in an area of
huge importance to the economy, Flanagan
was a laughingstock, literally the butt of the
continent’s jokes.
Only a buffoon could consider that funny.
Yet Ming would later show an absence of
anything approaching remorse by flippantly
remarking that he was trying to outdo Lynn

Ruane who had arrived at her local Lidl in
a swimsuit top.

MOCKED
We mocked Westminster having the preposterous do-as-I-say-not-as-I-do Dominic Cummings
drafting official policy.
The same sense of entitlement is evident
in Flanagan’s slipshod preparation for and

subsequent joking about work that is vital
to the national interest.
Maybe next time he’ll honour the people of
Midlands and North West who elected him
or the farmers relying so heavily upon him
by turning up in a thong and a gimp mask.
Whatever his attire, what is clear is that here
is one more deluded political emperor oblivious
to the fact that he is wearing no clothes.

